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«Previous» presentations 
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Stepping stones 
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«30 Years of Z_SOIL»: 

o FEM for soil-structure interaction 

o numerical base practises in steep slopes 

o examples (incl. tunnel in slope) 

Pseudostatic seismic analysis: 

o conventional assumptions vs. FEM  

o issues of path dependency 

ULS analysis of retaining structures: 

o initial elasto-plastic stress state 

o conservative strength estimates & FoS 

o static load cases & plastic mechanisms 

Gremlins at work: 

  overcoming convergence stalls 

  peculiarities of prestressed anchors 



Base Practise #1: intitial state in slopes 
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(1) nearly elastic state 

from initial stress routine  

(2) no-tension state by 

 internal unloading on ft 

(3) reducing cohesion by 

internal unloading on c’sup 

(4) further reduction to 

residual cohesion c’char 

= primary stress state 



Dealing with low strength estimates 
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Conservative predictions: 
• validation by natural sloping angle 

• locally higher properties plausible  increase char. values  

Laboratory test results from cores: 
• check negative bias by core sampling 

• perhaps residual values due to previous shearing 

• validation by observed deformation or damage pattern 
 

Example of Moraine: 

Lab result: ’Mo = 33°, c’Mo = 5 – (2) - 0 kPa  



Base Practise #2: approx. stress history 
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(B) construction with peak strenght estimate, followed by reduction to residual = secondary stress state 

(A) construction with residual strenght and temp. restraints (40% relaxation), followed by restraint release  



Base Practise #3: ULS by input factoring 
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(B) 10% strength loss 

(A) 35% weight increase  

BF = 27 kN/m3 

'Mo = 33°, c'Mo = 0 kPa 

‘BF = 33.4° 

'Mo = 30.6°, c'Mo = 0 kPa 

‘BF = 36° 

BF = 20 kN/m3 



Effect of prestressed anchoring 
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anchor installation 

'Mo = 39°, c'Mo = 5 kPa 

‘BF = 36° 

‘BF = 29.2° 

'Mo = 26.5°, c'Mo = 0 kPa 

strength loss 

 = 1.3 



Special mechanism (articulation) 
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sup. residual strength: 

'Mo = 39°, c'Mo = 5 kPa 

‘BF = 36° 

char. residual strength: 

'Mo = 33°, c'Mo = 2 kPa 

‘BF = 36° 

c’Mo = 0 kPa 

not infeasible 

but difficult  



Effect of prestressed anchoring 
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sup. residual strength: 

'Mo = 39°, c'Mo = 5 kPa 

‘BF = 36° 

BF = 20 kN/m3 

Str = 24 kN/m3 

Str = 32.4 kN/m3 

BF = 27.0 kN/m3 

‘BF = 36° 

inf. residual strength: 

'Mo = 33°, c'Mo = 0 kPa 



Seismic inertia forces  
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Loading:     inertia of structure + soil (no predefined «active wedge»!) 

                    base rock moving to the right  inertia acting to the left 

Reaction:    tilting wall allows additional settlement of backfill 

                    failing wedge is forming in the Moraine 

  no predefined «active wedge under EQ» required 

vertical rel. displacement 



Effect of earthquake (unanchored) 
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ag = 6% g 

char. residual strenght: 

'Mo = 33°, c'Mo = 2 kPa 

‘BF = 36° 

ag = 8% g 



Effect of earthquake (anchored) 
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ag = 8% g 

char. residual strenght: 

'Mo = 33°, c'Mo = 2 kPa 

‘BF = 36° 

ag = 12% g 



Effect of earthquake (unanchored) 
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ag = 2% g 

char. residual strenght: 

'Mo = 33°, c'Mo = 2 kPa 

‘BF = 36° 

ag = 4% g 



Effect of earthquake (anchored) 
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ag = 2% g 

char. residual strenght: 

'Mo = 33°, c'Mo = 2 kPa 

‘BF = 36° 

ag = 11% g 



Convergence behaviour 
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 Backfilling operation 

 heigth of steps chosen such that convergence in one step                                  

(i.e. without subincrementing selfweight)  staged construction algorithm? 

 iteration with BFGS, for upper layers with initial stiffness 

 incomplete iteration possible (i.e. unbalance corrected with next step) 

 Strength reduction and further loading 

 BFGS possible prior to extensive shear band formation; then switch to 

initial stiffness 

 with several shear bands, initial stiffness does not converge anymore 

monotonically but may oscillate (line search algorithm not tried)  

 if initial stiffness ‘stalls’, intermediate switching back to BFGS is helpful 

in finding the dominant active shear band 

 Prestressing 

 elastic unloading enables large steps 

 can be used for simultaneous strength reduction (path dependency ?)   



Pull-out of anchor? 
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t = 0.01 n 

(default) 

t = 1000 n 

 

would pull-out be possible at all? 

 



Where are we? 
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 acceptance as method of dimensioning 
 FEM is recognized in Switzerland now for cut-and-cover tunnels, but not 

yet for retaining structures (except global slope failure). 

 The dimensioning of reinforcing requires more comparison with respect to 
partial safety factors. 

 numerical analysis of structures in slopes 
 Particularly in slopes the conservative estimates of strength parameters by 

geologists enforce an «input factoring» approach with sensitivity analysis 
(sup./char./inf. vaules). 

 For the rehabilitation of existing structures, not just the primary (no-tension) 
stress state must be evaluated, but also the «secondary» (man-made) pre-
damaged state for further ULS analysis. 

 The «base practises» are explored and promising, even though calculations 
are lengthy. The construction stage algorithm in Z_SOIL is unclear and not 
used at present. 

 Pseudo-static analysis of seimic loading is straight forward and gives 
plausible results. 

 The modelling of prestressed anchors in Z_Soil raises doubts as to their 
pull-out behaviour and requires further testing. 
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Affaire à suivre… 


